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Voted and approved on December 16, 2021.

1) Name:

This Section is called the Cryosphere Sciences Section of the American Geophysical Union.
This Section is also referred to as “Cryosphere”.

2) Purpose: Why does this section exist?

a) All AGU sections exist to support and advance the mission, vision, core values and
strategic goals of the American Geophysical Union. Link to the current AGU strategic
plan: https://sites.agu.org/leadership/strategic-plan/

b) The Cryosphere Sciences Section exists to:

i) Promote the aims and activities of the American Geophysical Union within the field of
Cryospheric Sciences.

ii) Promote the scientific study of the cryosphere including its major components;
glaciers, ice sheets, lake and river ice, permafrost and frozen ground, sea ice, and
snow, aiming to make the results of such studies available to the science
community and the public by
(1) scientific discussion, publication, and other dissemination of information, and
(2) by sponsorship of scientific and technical symposia, colloquia, and meetings.

iii) Initiate and participate in cryospheric research programs including those which
depend upon international cooperation.

iv) Promote cooperation among those scientific organizations whose objectives
include furtherance of knowledge in the cryospheric sciences.

v) Promote the goals of Diversity, Equity, Inclusion, and Accessibility within
Cryospheric Sciences.

3) Membership: Who can join this section?

a) AGU Information

i) Types of members are defined in Article III of the AGU bylaws. Link to AGU bylaws:
https://www.agu.org/Learn-About-AGU/About-AGU/Governance/Bylaws

b) Section Information

i) Membership in this Section is open to all AGU members who would like to join.

ii) AGU members are encouraged to join as many sections as desired and have the
opportunity to indicate which one is their primary affiliation. Changes to affiliation can
be made by the member at any time.

iii) Current membership in AGU is required for current membership in any Section.
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iv) Current membership is required to vote and hold leadership positions. More
information about this is outlined in the AGU bylaws (Article III, Section 1).

v) Members can serve as volunteers or leaders in any Section to which they belong, not
just their primary affiliation.

4) Elected officers and other executive committee members:

a) AGU Information

Refer to AGU bylaws (Article VII, Section 2) for information on:

i) Identification of officer positions

ii) Minimum composition of section executive committee

iii) Serving without honorarium

iv) Election of officers

v) Handling vacancies

vi) Seats on the AGU Council

b) Section Information

i) Section executive committee: The Section will have an executive committee which
includes the positions specified in the AGU bylaws, and others as desired. These
include: the elected officers (section president, president-elect, secretary, and past
president), the chairs (and vice-chairs if applicable) of each section committee and
working group, section communications lead and webmaster, two early career
representatives, two student representatives, and section liaisons. Additional
members may be appointed by the Section President. All members of the executive
committee listed above are voting members.

ii) Duties of the section president: The president chairs section and executive
committee meetings and sets the agenda. The president is a voting member of the
AGU Council and shall attend Council meetings. The president delegates work to
executive committee members and other volunteers as needed.

The president appoints or reappoints, with the input of the executive committee and
other members and staff as desired, the members of all section committees and
working groups. The president has the authority to withdraw appointments made
while in office or by previous section presidents, subject to approval of the executive
committee. The president is an ex-officio, non-voting member of all section
committees and working groups. The president will receive and disperse Section
funds as authorized by the Executive Committee

iii) Duties of the Section president-elect: The president-elect will assume the duties of
the president, at the request of the president or in the absence or incapacity of the
president. The president-elect is a voting member of the AGU Council and attends all
Council meetings. The president-elect will chair the Nominations Committee for
Section Elected Officials to determine the election slate for the Section. The
president elect will be responsible for notifying the members of all section
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committees and working groups of the terms of their appointment and their duties.
The president-elect is responsible for the rotation of the committee/working group of
committee/working group members at the appropriate time. The president-elect is
responsible for notifying the AGU governance staff person of any proposed changes
to section operating guidelines (bylaws) for their review. Other duties may be
delegated by the section president.

iv) Duties of the Section secretary: The Secretary shall facilitate all meetings of the
section and of the Executive Committee, prepare the official minutes of these
meetings and submit a brief report of such meetings. The Secretary shall handle all
general correspondence with the Executive Committee; maintain and distribute an
accurate list of all Section volunteers and members of committees, subcommittees,
and task groups, including addresses, and year of appointment and end of term;
issue notice of all Section and Executive Committee meetings; and coordinate
annual updates to section bylaws (see section 11).  Other duties may be delegated
by the section president.

v) Duties of the Section past president: The past president is responsible for providing a
list of open action items within the executive committee, its subcommittees and
working groups to the incoming president. They will advise the incoming president of
future Council meetings, deadlines and relay information regarding any other
responsibilities. Other duties may be delegated by the section president.

vi) Duties of the Section past secretary: The past secretary is responsible for disclosing
to the incoming secretary the details of the mechanism / common location (such as
Google Drive, AGU Connect or similar) of the recorded meeting minutes of past
executive committee meetings, the roster of Executive Committee members, their
current contact information, their roles on section committees and working groups
and their terms of membership. They will advise the incoming secretary of future
meeting dates, deadlines and relay information regarding any other responsibilities.
Other duties may be delegated by the section president.

c) Nomination and Election Information

i) Nominations Committee for Section Elected Officials — Approximately twelve
months before the general election, a Nominations Committee shall be appointed
composed of the most recent past-president, the president-elect, and an Executive
Committee member who shall be appointed by the section president. The
president-elect of the Section will serve as Chair. The Nominations Committee for
Section Elected Officials shall submit two nominees for each elective office, subject
to the approval of the Executive Committee, and the President shall submit
nominees to the Union Governance Committee by the specified date.

ii) The Nominations Committee for Section Elected Officials will seek to find a diverse
set of candidates for each elected position considering diversity in career stage,
nationality, gender, cryospheric field-of-study, etc. and who have demonstrated they
possess the skills required to carry out their duties of office. The Nominations
Committee for Section Elected Officials will advertise the positions broadly through
AGU and Cryospheric communication channels and ask for nominations and
self-nominations.
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5) Committees and Working Groups: What volunteers does the section need to
accomplish its work and how are volunteer groups formed?

a) The Section may form committees and working groups. The word “committee” in this
section includes all types of volunteer groups in the section unless otherwise noted.

i) Definition of committee: A group needed to accomplish work term after term. AGU
has requested that each section have the following Committees: Canvassing,
Fellows, and Fall Meetings Committee. For naming consistency with AGU, these
will be named Committees. All other Section defined groups will be named Working
Groups.

ii) Definition of working group (or task force): A group formed with a specific outcome in
mind. The group is formed for a limited duration, to be determined by the section
president.

b) Each committee will have a charge outlining the work and responsibilities of the
committee. The questions to answer are: What do we need this group of volunteers to
accomplish and by when? What authority and resources do they have? Where do they
go for help?

c) Only after the charge is set, begin to identify and recruit volunteers. Only the Section
president has the authority to appoint and remove committee members. The questions to
answer are: How many volunteers are needed to accomplish the charge and what
perspectives are important to include?

i) Committee membership should be distributed by gender, geography / nationality,
career stage, and employer / employer type at minimum.

ii) More information on AGU’s diversity criteria and rotation guidelines are listed under
the volunteering section (section 6 below).

d) Each committee will have a chair appointed by the Section President, subject to approval
from the Executive Committee.

e) Within 6 months of taking office, the Section President will review committee charges
and composition, then make recommendations to the Executive Committee about
appointments and reappointments.

f) The terms of office are 2 years, renewal once, with the exception of the Fall Program
committee (see section g(2) below). This means no committee chair or member should
serve in that position for more than 4 years. A committee member may be asked to
serve a third term if promoted from member to the chair position.

g) Current section committees and working groups

i) The Section will staff the following committees:

(1) The Fellows Nominating Committee

The Committee should have at least five members and be chaired by an
elected member of the Executive Committee. All members of the Fellows
Nominating Committee are to be appointed by the section president, with
approval of the Executive Committee.
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The Fellows Nominating Committee is charged with reviewing nominations for
AGU Fellowship and Union-level awards, and annually selecting the permissible
number of AGU members who, "for acknowledged eminence in some branch of
geophysics" shall be the nominees of the Section to the AGU Honors and
Recognition Committee (“Union Fellows Committee”). The Chair is responsible
for submitting an annual report to the AGU Committee on Fellows listing the
section’s “primary” and “surplus” nominees for fellowship, and disclosing the
manner in which the review and voting proceeded.

The names of nominees and nominators shall not be disclosed to any member of
the Executive Committee outside the Fellows Nominating Committee, and shall
be kept confidential at all times. The Chair is responsible for providing feedback
to all nominators whose nomination packages were unsuccessful and, whenever
deemed appropriate by the committee, a recommendation may be provided for
resubmission in a future cycle. Prior to review and selection by the Fellows
Nominating Committee the Chair should disclose the demographics of the
nomination pool with the DEI Working Group Chair without revealing the
identities of any individual nominees. This is to ensure the nomination pool is
reflective of the section demographics and upholds the section’s commitment to
diversity, equity and inclusion.

The Fellows Nominating Committee can choose not to select nominees to be
forwarded from the section to the AGU Committee on Fellows if no qualified
candidates are nominated, or if the nominee pool is not broadly reflective of the
demographics of the section’s membership.

The Chair of the Fellows Nominating Committee is responsible for periodically
reporting on the business of the Committee to the section leaders and
Executive Committee, and shall schedule and coordinate the business of the
Committee with the Chair of the Union Fellows Committee so as to support its
work and meet the established deadlines.

The Chair of the Fellows Nominating Committee is responsible for providing
details of the Union Fellows award and all relevant information pertaining to
nomination requirements, dates and deadlines to the Chair of the Canvassing
Committee at least two months prior to the date nominations are first solicited.

Following the annual announcement of new fellows by the AGU Committee on
Fellows, the Chair of the Fellows Nominating Committee shall reveal to the
Executive Committee which fellows hold primary or secondary affiliation with the
section. Fellows whose primary affiliation is with the section are invited to deliver
a short presentation to section members during the AGU Fall Meeting in the year
following their election to fellowship (typically following the Nye Lecture).
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(2) The Fall Meeting Program Committee

The Fall Meeting Program Committee will plan scientific sessions for fall
meetings.The Committee should be chaired by a member of the Executive
Committee

The Fall Meeting Program Committee should consist of 3 or more members,
staggered in 2-year intervals, each serving 3x2-year terms (an exception to the
normal 2x2-year term guideline above).  The chair should rotate such that a
member chairs in their third 2-year term.  Ideally each member will represent a
different community/constituency within the cryosphere.

The Chair of the Fall Meeting Program Committee shall schedule and
coordinate the business of the Committee.  The Chair will select the maximum
number of committee members (usually 2) to join her/him at the Fall Meeting
Programming event to ensure broad representation across Cryospheric
Sciences at the planning session.

The Fall Meeting Program Committee will send a summary of submitted
sessions to the Executive Committee each year for review.  At the President’s
discretion, 1 to 3 session topics may be dictated by the Executive committee.

The Chair of the Fall Meeting Program Committee is responsible for
periodically reporting on the business of the Committee to the section leaders
and Executive Committee.

(3) The Canvassing Committee

The Canvassing Committee is charged with the following duties: encouraging
and facilitating nominations for section awards and Union Fellows to ensure
strong nomination pools that reflect the breadth and diversity of the Section
membership; enhancing awareness of Section and Union Awards; increasing
understanding of award nomination and selection processes; and soliciting
nominations for volunteer positions on the Executive Committee.

The Committee should have at least five members and be chaired by a member
of the Executive Committee.

The Chair of the Canvassing Committee shall schedule and coordinate the
business of the Committee, and is responsible for periodically reporting on the
business of the Committee to the section leaders and Executive Committee.

(4) The Awards Working Group

The Awards Working Group will review nominations and select the annual Nye
Lecturer and the Cryosphere Early Career Awardee.
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The Chair of the Awards Working Group should have previously served as a
member of the Awards Working Group. The Awards committee will appoint a
member or delegate to run the Flash Freeze event for the Cryosphere Innovation
Award and two delegates to run the OSPA events at the AGU Fall meeting. The
Chair of the Awards Working Group is responsible for providing details of the
section awards and all relevant information regarding nomination requirements
and deadlines to the Chair of the Canvassing Committee at least two months
prior to the date nominations are first solicited.

The Awards Working Group should have at least three members and be chaired
by a member of the Executive Committee.

The prior year’s Nye Lecturer and Early Career Awardee should be invited to
serve on the working group in the following year.

The Awards Working Group is responsible for maintaining the complete list of
past awardees and for making this list available on an annual basis to the
president, president-elect, secretary and webmaster so that it may be updated
on the section website.

The Chair of the Awards Working Group shall schedule and coordinate the
business of the working group, and is responsible for periodically reporting the
business of the Working Group to the section leaders and Executive
Committee.

(5) The Diversity, Equity and Inclusion (DEI) Working Group

The DEI Working group will identify diversity-related issues and priorities for the
section and its committees/working groups. The DEI working group will review
the state of diversity within the section on an annual basis using section member
demographics and present this review to the Executive Committee. The DEI
working group will recommend initiatives and/or activities needed for compliance
with AGU policies and section initiatives related to diversity and inclusion. The
DEI Working Group will also recommend to the Canvassing Committee
recruitment strategies for volunteers and nominations to improve diversity.

The DEI Working Group should have at least three members.

The Chair of the DEI Working Group shall schedule and coordinate the
business of the working group, and is responsible for periodically reporting the
business of the Working Group to the section leaders and Executive
Committee.

6) Volunteering: How do you find and recruit volunteers?

a) AGU has established Volunteer Central, an online tool for people to complete a profile
and be discoverable. There is no obligation for AGU or people with profiles; the tool
allows AGU leaders to discover potential volunteers and allows potential volunteers to
apply for volunteer jobs they are interested in.
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b) Additionally, the Executive Committee may solicit nominations (including
self-nominations) to leadership and the committees and working groups, through AGU
Connect, Twitter, email listservs, and other means.

c) The AGU Leadership Development / Governance Committee has developed criteria for
forming diverse volunteer groups.

i) Current diversity criteria includes: Gender, geography / nationality, career stage,
employer / employer type, science if necessary.

ii) Definition of career stage: AGU has an organizational guideline to include at least
one student and/or early career member in every volunteer group formed. This helps
develop leadership skills while also including the future generation in discussions
and decisions.

iii) Additional skills and perspectives: When forming volunteer groups, sometimes
certain skills or perspectives are desired. All volunteers must commit to upholding
AGU Code of Conduct and Ethics Policy. In addition all volunteers must commit to
best practices for ensuring diversity, equity and inclusion in all section business.

iv) Selection of volunteers who apply for volunteer jobs: Any AGU member may apply
for a section volunteer job. The  Canvassing Committee is charged with soliciting
nominations for volunteer positions. Self nominations are allowed. Only the section
president has the authority to review the volunteer slate and appoint and remove
committee and working group members.

d) The committees and working groups also have established rotation guidelines to ensure
leadership continuity while also allowing new volunteers and perspectives to be
included.

i) AGU has 2-year volunteer term limits. The Cryosphere section allows renewal of
each volunteer term once. This means no committee/working group member should
serve in that position for more than 4 years. A committee member may be asked by
the President to serve a 3rd term if promoted from member to the chair position.

ii) Each term about 50% of every volunteer group should rotate off the
committee/working group while carrying over about 50% for the next term. This
makes room for new people and perspectives to join.

iii) Volunteers rotating off a committee or working group may volunteer to serve in
another volunteer position within the section or the organization.

iv) The Chairs of all committees and working groups are responsible for providing to the
section president, president elect, and secretary a list of members who are retiring
their membership twelve months prior to the conclusion of their term. Each
committee/working group chair is also responsible for providing to the section
Canvassing Committee the number of committee/working group membership
positions available for the forthcoming year for which volunteers must be solicited.

7) Meetings: When do section members meet? How are meetings set and conducted?

a) Executive Committee
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i) The section executive committee may hold as many meetings as desired. Meetings
may be held in person, via phone, or online (e.g. Zoom).

(1) The President sets the meeting agenda. The Secretary will schedule meetings
and take minutes to be kept in a common location such as Google Drive, AGU
Connect or similar.  The Secretary circulates meeting minutes to the executive
committee at the conclusion of each section meeting. At the start of each
meeting, minutes from the previous meeting are approved, the agenda read
aloud and an invitation for any other business to be discussed added to the
meeting agenda. If an issue is contentious, any member of the Executive
Committee can request Robert’s Rules of Order to be followed.

(2) The Executive Committee will meet as needed and approximately monthly.  A
tentative schedule with agenda items is as follows:

Date Main Topic

January
Awards Canvassing/Recruiting volunteer committee
members/Recruiting elected members (every other year)

February Staffing committees/Review By laws

March Define Goals for section/Council report/Awards Canvassing

April AGU and Section Awards Committee Reviews

May Fall Meeting Session Proposals

June New initiatives

September Fall meeting preparation for social activities/awards

October Council report/Flash Freeze/ECR event Preparations

November Fall meeting preparations

December Executive Committee hybrid meeting at AGU Fall Meeting

ii) The Executive Committee will meet in person (or hybrid) at the AGU Fall Meeting.
These meetings are open to executive committee members and others who are
invited. The agenda will be set by the section president. Minutes will be taken by the
secretary or their designee.

iii) A quorum for making decisions is a majority of filled positions on the Executive
Committee. Attendance can be either in person or virtual. Proxy voting is not
allowed.

b) Committees or working groups

i) Committees or working groups may hold as many meetings as desired. Meetings
may be held in person, via phone, or online (e.g. Zoom).
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ii) The chair will call the meeting, set the agenda, and ensure that notes and action
items are captured.

iii) A quorum for making decisions is a majority of filled positions. Attendance can be
either in person or virtual. Proxy voting is not allowed.

iv) The section president is an ex officio and non-voting member of all section
committees and working groups unless otherwise specified.

c) Section business meeting / member event at Fall Meeting

i) The purpose of this meeting is to share information and network.  It is at the section
president’s discretion if any notifications, speeches, etc should be conducted at this
meeting, however, by tradition this event is meant for socializing and networking.

d) Other scientific meetings

i) Specialty meetings dedicated to the pursuit of a specific scientific subject may be
sponsored if approved by AGU. Submit requests for specialty meetings to the Vice
President of Meetings.

8) Honors: How are AGU members recognized?

a) AGU Information

i) For information on AGU Honors including a list of awards, medals and prizes, please
refer to the AGU website: https://www.agu.org/Honor-and-Recognize/Honors.

Included are this web page are:

(1) List of section awards

(2) Honors conflict of interest policy

(3) Process for requesting a new award for your section

(4) Additional resources – timelines, nominations guidelines, career stage definitions,
FAQs, ethics disclosure form, etc.

ii) Questions can be directed to AGU honors staff or the Chair of the Honors and
Recognition Committee.

b) Section Information

i) Topics to cover: Description of awards and lectures; who promotes and
communicates section honors; the process for encouraging nominations and
determining the recipient; etc. include how to add or sunset section awards.

ii) The Nye Lecturer will be selected annually by the Awards Working Group to
recognize 1) Contributions to cryospheric sciences as demonstrated by innovative or
creative research, dedication to quality mentoring, or organizational leadership, and
2) outstanding ability to present exciting scientific research and findings to a diverse
audience. Prior to review and selection by the Awards Working Group, the DEI
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Working Group will review the demographics of the nominee slate to ensure the pool
is reflective of the section demographics and upholds the section’s commitment to
diversity, equity and inclusion.  The Awards Working Group can choose not to award
if no qualified candidates are nominated or if the nominee pool is not broadly
reflective of the demographics of the section’s membership.

iii) The Cryosphere Early Career Award will be selected annually by the Awards
Working Group to recognize significant early career contributions to cryospheric
sciences and technology from honorees within 10 years of receiving their Ph.D.
These contributions may be demonstrated by high-quality innovative or creative
research, extensive collaboration, and excellence in scientific communication.  Prior
to review and selection by the Awards Working Group, the DEI Working Group will
review the demographics of the nominee slate to ensure the pool is reflective of the
section demographics and upholds the section’s commitment to diversity, equity and
inclusion. The Awards Working Group can choose not to award if no qualified
candidates are nominated or if the nominee pool is not broadly reflective of the
demographics of the section’s membership.

iv) The Cryosphere Innovation Award for Students will be awarded annually, or as
finances allow, to student members through the Flash Freeze event.  Each student
competitor will present a 2 minute pitch of the idea to the Innovation Award working
subgroup.  The Awards Working Group can choose not to award if no qualified
candidates compete.

9) Communication: How do section leaders communicate to their members?

a) AGU provides a website and Connect site for each section. The content is developed by
each section. Training and support are provided by staff.

i) Section website: A Cryosphere Section webmaster should be named by the Section
President. They are responsible for obtaining AGU training to access the Cryosphere
Section webpage, update the webpage as needed, and ensure accuracy.

ii) Section Connect site: Section leaders (president, president-elect, secretary and
past-president) have the ability to communicate directly with section members via
their section Connect site. Section leaders can make announcements and post
documents in the library. Any member on the Connect site can start and participate
in discussions.

b) The section may publish a newsletter as many times as desired throughout the year. The
section president is responsible for collating and approving the content of the newsletter.
The Communications lead or another member of the Executive Committee shall be
tasked with creating the newsletter content, and getting in contact with section concierge
to schedule publication of newsletters.

c) The section may and should publish to partner and public platforms/listservs/etc to
promote Cryospheric Sciences section initiatives including but not limited to CryoList,
ArcticInfo, Pride in Polar Research, cryocommunity.org, and @AGU_Cryo twitter. Broad
publication of section initiatives is the responsibility of the section leaders (president,
president-elect and/or the secretary).
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10) Staff Support: How does AGU staff partner with and support section leaders?

a) Each section is assigned a concierge on the AGU staff.

b) Monthly calls are held with staff for all members of section executive committees.

c) There is an AGU Section Leadership Connect site that contains information and
resources. This site requires logging in.

d) Every year at the Fall Meeting, key staff meet with the section president and
president-elect.

e) Financial support is discussed at that annual meeting and throughout the year.

f) Governance and volunteer support are provided by the governance staff person
(currently Cheryl Enderlein) and the Leadership Development / Governance Committee
as needed.

11) Amendments: How are these operating guidelines (bylaws) updated or changed?

a) Section operating guidelines should align to and support the AGU bylaws and AGU
policies, processes and guidelines. In case of a conflict, the organization takes
precedence over the section.

b) It is the responsibility of each section to keep these operating guidelines (bylaws) up to
date.  Operating guidelines should be formally reviewed by the Executive Committee
annually and a draft of recommendations for updates or changes prepared by the
secretary. Changes and suggestions for updating the section operating guidelines and
appendices should be sent to the section president.

c) Any voting member of the section (see section 4) b) i) above) may propose a change.

d) Most changes to how the section operates should be fairly straightforward. The
recommended process to consider changes is as follows:

i) The section president receives the proposed change and shares it with the executive
committee.

ii) The section executive committee considers the proposed change and votes on
whether the change will be incorporated or not. Any significant changes to the
bylaws must be discussed in at least one Executive Committee meeting prior to final
votes.

iii) If a change affects only this section, the section secretary updates the operating
guidelines document and sends it to the AGU governance staff person for review.
This is currently Cheryl Enderlein (cenderlein@agu.org). This step is a quick check
to ensure the change works with current AGU governance.

iv) If the change potentially affects multiple sections or an AGU policy or process, the
section president contacts the AGU governance staff person about how a discussion
could be started. Depending on the topic, this could include talking to the Council
Chair, Council Leadership Team (CLT), and/or AGU Leadership Development /
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Governance Committee, etc. The current governance staff person to contact is
Cheryl Enderlein (cenderlein@agu.org).

12) Parliamentary Authority: How are votes conducted?

a) Ample opportunities for all Executive Committee members to participate in discussions
shall be assured by the section president. Significant decisions impacting the section’s
leadership, operations, finances, bylaws or activities must be discussed at at least one
Executive Committee meeting prior to final votes. The text of proposed changes to
section bylaws should be circulated to the Executive Committee members prior to the
vote. A quorum for making decisions is a majority of filled positions on the Executive
Committee. Attendance can be either in person or virtual. Proxy voting is not allowed.
The secretary is responsible for tabulating the votes (yes, no, abstain) and reporting the
outcome of the vote in the meeting minutes. If an issue is contentious, any member of
the Executive Committee can request Roberts Rules of Order to be followed.

b) Code of Conduct: All Section volunteers and leaders agree to the AGU Code of Conduct
and Ethics Policy. During meetings (virtual and in person), all participants will treat each
other with respect and time will be provided by the chair for all voices to be heard.
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